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2. Summary
AET Flood Defence Limited specialises in Mobile flood Control for storm water management.
Our range of flood protection products is applicable to Local Government, commerce and
householders.
Over the last few years, we have facilitated briefs for Mutual Aid and Mobile Flood Defence,
working closely with clients to provide bespoke solutions. Having been in the industry many
years we feel that part of our role is to share reports on some of the ‘Models’ that we have
created for ‘Mobile’ Flood Defence, hopefully stimulating food for thought. We endeavour to
share experiences so that we might bring together solutions to try to achieve the goals of the
individual client.
Our visit to Mexico allowed the Mexican Navy to test our products under their own test
conditions, and as expected they passed with flying colours. It also allowed us to share the
UK’s flood response experiences with senior government and military responders.
AET Flood Defence would like to thank the UKTI at the British Embassy in Country for all their
support in making this visit possible.

3. Background
Mexico City’s population has exploded from 3 million to 20 million over the course of 60 years.
This out-of-control growth made it the first
“megacity” of the 20th Century. Unfortunately,
this meant that much of the city’s urban
planning was left to the residents themselves.
In poorer areas, the rudimentary drainage
systems were simply no match for the rainy
season. The net result is that every summer,
Mexico City now expects extreme floods.
Tropical storms are forced upwards to the
7,300-ft. plateau on which Mexico City sits.
They gather strength as they dip over the
volcanic mountain ring that surrounds the city,
and then dump the rainwater on the densely
populated valley of Mexico City for a few hours every day from about late May to early October.
This culmination of continuation rainwater leads to catastrophic flooding of the city that
destroys roads, homes, and businesses.
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Good civil protection should take into
account the environmental issues and
where
appropriate
permanent
flood
protection should be put in place. This is
particularly important to prevent Critical
National infrastructure being flooded.
However, where there are budgetary
constraints, city responders may have to
accept the potential flood risk plus
associated damage and move to temporary
reusable cost effective solutions. This is a
perfect environment for AET Flood Defence
to offer Mexico City’s responders support in finding cost effective solutions to their annual flood
challenge.
The meeting with the Mexico City responders was facilitated by UKTI at the British Embassy
in Country. This resulted in meetings with:




The Mexican Navy (plus a full wet demonstration); and
Mexico City Civil Protection team
A third meeting with the Mexican Army is still awaiting a mutually suitable date.

All are particularly interested in how AET Flood Defence have supported UK responders in
providing temporary reusable cost effective solutions to UK flooding disasters.

4. The challenge presented to AET by the Mexican Navy
The Mexican Navy wanted more than a presentation and discussion; they wanted to test our
temporary reusable cost effective solutions in their own environment; complete with a
simulated flash flood. Whilst we admired their approach, it presented AET with an interesting
logistical challenge that had to be delivered within a two-week window; how do we get the
barriers to Mexico City in time for the demonstration?
AET Flood Defence had tested the barriers before in the UK (this can be seen on You Tube
URL https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXXOi-wdjFU ), and we were looking forward to
using the barriers in the Mexican Navy’s environment. However, the task of short term
importation of the barriers into Mexico was our biggest challenge. Thankfully, the Chamber
of Commerce were on hand to help us prepare an international carnet for the temporary
import/export of the mobile flood barriers. In addition to this, the Mexican Navy asked for
continuous language translation during the demonstration.
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5. What AET delivered in Mexico
a. Site survey
On arrival at the Mexican Navy headquarters in
Mexico City, we presented to the military
commanders, who thanked us for travelling to
Mexico for the live demonstration.
After the meeting, we were taken to the barrier
test site, which was next to their national rowing
centre. At the side of this prestigious Mexican
sporting site, we were shown the test area. This
consisted of a 4-metre wide road that was on a
Barrier
steep incline. The Mexican Navy said our task
was to hold the water that they would provide,
at the bottom of the road. When we asked how
much water, they said that they would start with at least 10 tons! We had a discussion
about flow rate etc. as we had to assess whether the AET Flood Defence barrier
needed to be secured to the ground with earth stakes. In the end we decided to show
the full potential of the barrier by not securing it. We calculated that the weight of the
water within the barrier would hold it in place and a risk assessment was completed.

b. Deployment to site
The kit that travelled with us from the UK was:



4 x 2 metre length of Alteau Flood Barrier ; and
One corner piece.
To add to our challenge, one of the
barriers had been damaged by the
airline who transported it to Mexico City.
We decided to use the damaged piece to
show how easily it could be repaired in
an emergency and still provide flood
protection. The picture opposite shows 4
x 2 metre sections of the barrier
deployed at the end of the road.
Full details of the AET Flood Barriers
that were deployed can be found in
appendix 1.
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AET Flood Defence has developed a unique corner piece that provides a 90
degree turn. For example with four corners and 4 standard 10 metre barriers a site
of 100 square metres could be protected as shown in the picture.

In addition to testing the flood barrier, the Military also wanted to test the AET
Flood Defence market leading self-inflating sandbag: Aqua-Sac® s.o.s bags.
Details of this can be found in appendix 2

c. Setting up the demonstration
The demonstration was set up early on the
tesing day. However, the test location was
still being used by the military vehicles.
Again turning a challenge into an
opportunity,
we
were
able
to
demonstrate that the barrier could be
easily detatched in two minutes to allow
military vehicles to travel on the road
providing a ‘business as usual’ senario.
We advised the military that “normal”
vehicles could be driven over the barrier
in situ. We emphasised “normal” as we
had visions of them driving a tank over it, in the interests of testing it out.
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d. The Mexican Navy Testing the Barriers
The Military leaders in conjuction with our counterparts at the Embassy had
ensured an excellent turn out from the Mexican Navy at a senior level. All key
decision makers were in attendance. They had also secured the services of an
excellent Mexican interpreter.
The test began with the Mexican Navy
deplying a 10 ton water bowser at the
top of the 4 metre road. The water
was released with the pressure of the
water pump on the bowser.
The water flowed and the barrier held
the water as per the military task. The
senior officers were impressed by the
design and its ability to hold the water
without being secured with ground
stakes.
During the deployment of the barrier the military leaders asked for an Aqua-Sac®
s.o.s bag to be deployed in the stored water within the barrier. Within 5 minutes
they saw the Aqua-sac® inflated to full size creating a sand bag that needed no
sand. Full details of this product can be found in appendix 2.
The Mexican team had not realised how
much water it would take to inflate the
barrier and after 20 minutes they said
that they had tested the barrier to their
satisfaction.
The AET Flood Defence team
demonstrated how easily it was to
deflate and pack up the barriers. This
can be seen in the pictures below.
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e. Review of demonstration
The exercise was a success in demonstrating how flexible and fast the mobile
barrier solution is for holding back a column of water. Naval personnel were used
to connect the barriers after the military vehicles had passed. This sent out a
clear message of how little training is needed to deploy the barriers. It also gave
the opportunity to show how business can carry on as normal should the water
not present itself because the barrier needs no pre inflation.
All in attendance were suitably pleased with the results and commented that the
barrier behaved exactly as shown on the AET Flood Defence video.
The attendees were also very impressed with the Aqua-Sac® s.o.s bag and
could see the potential savings on manpower and logistics over a traditional
sand bag.

6. Presentation to the Mexico City Civil Protection team
The Minister for Civil Protection hosted the meeting. We met with The Minister and his team
at their headquarters in Mexico City.
It was clear that flooding was their no1 issue, but they were limited by budgetary constraints.
They were particularly interested in how a temporary reusable cost effective solution could
be used to hold back water greater than 1 metre in height. We discussed the safety issues
associated with using temporary solutions for such large volumes of water. It was evident
that they regularly experience floods, which are over 1 metre in height. They concluded that
they needed to invest in more permanent solutions but did not have the funds to do so.
We left them with the thought that they may need to focus on selective protection, such as
power stations, and communications sites, which would be key during any response.
Essentially, cutting their response to their risk appetite and budget. We felt that AET Flood
Defence could have a role to play, once they had fine-tuned their emergency response plan.

7. Conclusions
The visit to Mexico City was expensive in time and money, but it was worth it. It not only,
provided AET Flood Defence with a better understanding of the obstacles being faced by the
Mexican emergency responders when dealing with flash flooding, it also gave the key
decisions maker’s sound practical solutions, to their growing need for rapid flood response.
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Appendix 1 - Alteau Mobile Flood Barrier
Alteau Mobile Flood Barrier:
Alteau Barrier is manufactured in the United Kingdom from 650g polyethylene fabric.
By using the force of
the water the Alteau
Barrier rises
automatically up to, a
maximum height of 700
mm. Manufactured in
10 metre lengths gives
the operator the
flexibility to deploy
several hundred metres
very quickly.
Particularly designed
for and used by rapid
response emergency
services it is a portable,
self-inflating, reusable
water barrier and as
such it does not need
any external power source or pre inflation. It can be installed in minutes by two
people and can be easily packed and reused for a different application by hosing
down and rolling up.
The barrier can be joined to a corner element to provide a 90 degree turn, thus
providing greater flexibility to surround buildings.
Alteau barrier is used for flood control, creating water reservoirs, damming streams
and chemical spill containment.
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Appendix 2 - Aqua-Sac® s.o.s bags
AET Flood Defence market
leading self-inflating sandbag,
which has our UK Patented
central stitch, which is essential
to make the bags fit for
purpose. Aqua-Sac® is a
revolutionary alternative to
traditional sandbags for flood
defence.
Comprising of a heavy-duty
Jute sack, a cotton liner
together with our Patented
centre stitch. Containing a Super-Absorbent Polymer the Aqua-Sac® is simply
submerged in water. After five minutes, 13 litres of water will have been absorbed
creating an inflated “sandbag”.

Where there are storage, labour and transport issues and speed of deployment is
paramount our products are tried and tested by government, industry and
householders.
.
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